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Abstract—In this paper a general theory of multistage decimators and
interpolators for sampling rate reduction and sampling rate increase is
presented. A set of curves and the necessary relations for optimally 4e-
signing multistage decmators is also given. It is shown that the pro-
cesses of declination and interpolation are duals and therefore the same
set of design curves applies to both problems. Further, it is shown that
highly efficient implementations of narrow-band finite impulse response
(FIR) filters can be obtained by cascading the processes of decimation
and interpolation. Examples show that the efficiencies obtained are
comparable to those of recursive elliptic filter designs.

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the increasing number of applications of digital
techniques in signal processing, the need for efficient
translating between various sampling frequencies has

become increasingly apparent. An example of such an applica-
tion is the conversion of digital signal code formats, i.e., con-
version from delta modulation to pulse-code modulation,
which inherently operate at different sampling rates [1]. An-
other example is the transmission of speech via analysis—
synthesis techniques (e.g., vocoders) where a sampling rate
reduction is required for efficient transmission, and a sampling
rate increase is required for the regeneration of the speech [2]
Yet another application is in narrow-band filtering where an
efficient implementation of a digital filter can be realized using
a sampling rate reduction followed by a sampling rate increase

[3]—[6].
The processes of sampling rate reduction (often called deci-

mation) and sampling rate increase (or interpolation) have
been examined from several points of view. Crooke and Craig
[7] have shown that for band-limiting applications computa-
tional efficiencies can be gained by sampling rate reduction.
Nelson et a!. [8] have found similar advantages using sampling
rate reduction in conjunction with octave band filters. Schafer
and Rabiner [4] have shown that sampling rate increase and
sampling rate reduction are basically interpolation processes
and can be efficiently implemented using finite impulse re-
sponse (FIR) digital filters. Furthermore, they show that
sampling rate conversion between any rational ratio of sam-
pling frequencies can be efficiently implemented by a two-
stage process consisting of an integer sampling rate increase
followed by an integer sampling rate decrease. Bellanger et a!.
[5] found that efficient implementations of low-pass FIR
filters could be obtained by a process of first reducing the
sampling rate, filtering, and then increasing the sampling rate
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back to the original frequency. They proposed a multistage
procedure for sampling rate reduction by alternately filtering
with half-band filters and reducing the sampling rate by factors
of 2 until a desired power of 2 sampling rate reduction was
achieved. They then used a reverse process for interpolating
back to the original sampling frequency. Shively [9] has also
suggested a multistage process for integer sampling rate reduc-
tions for which the sampling rate reduction at each stage can
be greater than two. He proposed a procedure for optimally
choosing the reduction ratios at each stage such that the
amount of computation in the overall sampling rate reduction
process was minimized.

In this paper we present a general theory of the processes of
sampling rate reduction and sampling rate increase. Hereafter,
we wifi generally refer to these processes as decimation and
interpolation, respectively. In Section II we review some of
the basic principles of decimation and interpolation established
by Schafer and Rabiner [4] . In Section III we use these re-
sults to extend the approach of Shively and present design
curves and formulas for the optimum implementation of deci-
mators with noninteger decimation ratios. In Section IV we
address the problem of interpolation and show that there is a
mathematical duality as well as a conceptual one between
decimation and interpolation. This duality then enables a
user to apply the design curves and formulas developed in Sec-
tion III to the design of optimum interpolators. In Section V
we discuss the design of low-pass narrow-band FIR filters
which are implemented in terms of an optimal decimator in
cascade with an optimal interpolator. We then show that this
form of implementation corresponds to an optimal FIR filter
implementation. For narrow-band filters very significant gains
in efficiency can be derived by using this form of implementa-
tion over that of a direct form implementation. Finally, in
Section VI some additional considerations in the design of
optimum decimators and interpolators are given.

II. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS OF THE DECIMATION
AND INTERPOLATION PROCESSES

Before proceeding to the design of optimum decimators and
interpolators it will be convenient to review, in this section,
some of the fundamental concepts of decimation and inter-
polation in the context of digital signal processing as discussed
in [4] -

The process of decimating a signal x(n) by an integer ratio M
is depicted in Fig. 1. The original sampling rate is denoted as
fr and the final rate is then f/M. To avoid aliasing at the
lower sampling rate, f/M, it is necessary to filter the original
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of the decimation process and (b) frequency
response interpretation.

signal x(n) with a low-pass filter giving the signal w(n). The
sampling rate reduction is then achieved by forming a new
sequence y(n) by extracting every Mth sample of w(n). A
block diagram of these operations is given in Fig. 1(a). Fig.
1(b) shows typical Fourier transforms of the signals x(n),
w(n), and y(n). -

The process Of interpolating a signal x(n) by an integer
ratio L is, similarly, depicted in Fig. 2. In this case the sampling
rate of a signal x(n) is increased by the factor L by inserting
L-l zero-valued samples between each sample of x(n). This
creates a signal w(n) (with sampling rate Lf) whose frequency
components are periodic with period equal to the original
sampling frequency fr as shown in Fig. 2(b). TO eliminate
these periodic components and retain only the baseband fre-
quencies it is necessary to filter the signal w(n) with an appro-
priate low-pass filter.1 The resulting signal y(n) with sampling
rate Lf is then the desired interpolated signal. At the bottom
of Fig. 2(b) the Fourier transform of the signal y(n) is shown.

Thus far, we have only considered sampling rate increases or
decreases by integer ratios. If sampling rate conversions be-
tween rational integer ratios of sampling frequencies are de-
sired this can be achieved by a combination of the two above
processes. That is, if we desire a sampling rate conversion by a
ratio L/M (where L and M are integers) we can achieve this by
first interpolating by L and then decimating by M as shown in
Fig. 3(a). It is important to recognize that the interpolation
process must precede the decimation process to retain the de-
sired fre4uency band in the final output (except in the case
when the original signal is sufficiently band limited). If we

1To retain the same signal energy at the high sampling rate the pass-
band gain of this filter must be equal to L [4].
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Fig. 2. (a) Illustration of the interpolation process and (b) frequency
response and waveform interpretation.
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Fig. 3. (a) Cascade of an interpolator and a decimator for achieving

sampling rate changes by noninteger factors. (b) More efficient im-
plementation of this process.

examine this process we recognize that the two low-pass filters
are operating in cascade and at the same sampling rate. Thus a
more efficient implementation of the overall process can be
achieved if the filters are combined into one composite low-
pass filter 4] as shown in Fig. 3(b). The system of Fig. 3(b)
corresponds to a general interpolation or decimation module
depending upon whether L is greater or less than M. If L = 1,
this general module becomes the integer decimator of Fig. 1
and, if M = 1, it becomes the integer interpolator of Fig. 2.
The design of the low-pass filter (i.e., specification of cutoff
frequencies and ripples) in this general module for sampling
rate change will be explained in Sections III and IV.

An extremely important consideration in the implementa-
tion of the sampling rate changing system of Fig. 3(b) is the
choice of the type of low-pass filter [4]. For this type of sys-
tem, a significant savings in computation can be obtained by
using an FIR filter in a standard direct form implementation.
For this case, the filter output v(n) is computed from the in-
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N-i
v(n) = h(m)w(n - m)

m=O

where h(m), (m = 0, 1, , N.— 1) are the filter coefficients
and N is the duration of the unit sample response of the filter.
From (1) it is seen that the computation of an output point
depends only upon past and present values of w(n) and not
upon past values of any internal filter variables. Thus the filter
computations need only be made once for every Mth output
point. Furthermore, it is,known that w(n) is nonzero only for
every Lth input point. Thus only one multiplication and addi-
tion must be performed for every Lth input point. Therefore
the effective number of multiplications and additions is N/(LM)
per output sample ,2 instead of N as predicted by a simple ap-
plication of (1). For this and other reasons to be discussed
later, we wifi assume for the remainder of this paper that the
low-pass filter is a linear phase FIR design used in a direct
form implementation.

III. OPTIMUM DESIGN OF MULTISTAGE DECIMATORS
FOR SAMPLinG RATE REDUCTION

In the previous section a general one-stage technique for
changing the sampling rate of a signal by the factor L/M was
discussed. For large changes in sampling rate, however, it is
generally more efficient to reduce the sampling rate with a
series of decimation stages rathei than making the entire rate
reduction with one stage. In this way the sampling rate is
reduced gradually resulting in much less severe filtering require-
ments on the low-pass filters at each stage. Bellanger eta!. [5]
and Nelson et al. [8] also have implemented sampling rate re-
ductions using several decimation stages; however they re-
stricted their results by only using factors of 2 at each stage.
Shively [9] considered a more general approach with integer
decimation for a two-stage design similar to that of Fig. 1(b).
He also suggested a procedure for optimizing the two-stage de-
sign by properly choosing the decimation ratios of each of the
stages. In this section we extend and generalize the work of
Shively using the more general decimation stage shown in
Fig. 3(b). Design curves and formulas are presented for imple-
menting .optimum decimators for a wide range of parameters
and conditions.

The basic multistage process for sampling rate reduction
with K stages is ifiustrated in Fig. 4(a) and a frequency domain
interpretation of this process is given in Fig. 4(b). The initial
sampling rate is fro and the fmal sampling rate is f,. with in-
termediate sampling frequencies designated as f,.1, f,.,
fr(K-i). The sampling rate reduction achieved by each stage
of the decimation process is denoted as b1, i = 1, 2, - , K and
therefore the intermediate sampling frequencies are given by

ffr(z1) il,2,",K.

2Tins does not imply that greater efficiencies can be obtained by Si-
multaneously increasing L and M as both N and the sampling rate in (1)
are proportional to L.
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Fig. 4. (a) Illustration of a K-stage decimator and (b) frequency re-

sponse interpretation of this process.

The overall sampling rate reduction achieved by this process is
denoted as D and is given as

D =frolfrK
K

=flD. (3)

In Fig. 4(b) I X[exp j(2rrf/f,.o)j I represents the magnitude of
the spectrum of x (n) and I Y[exp 1(2fIfrK)] corresponds to
the magnitude of the spectrum of y (n). From the sampling
theorem, we recognize that the highest frequency in y (n) is
f which is

(4)

Because of practical considerations in the design of the low-
pass filters used in the decimation process, this bandwidth can
never be fully realized and the usable portion of the base-
band will always be somewhat less than f. We denote this
bandwidth as being from zero to 4 corresponding to the band
over which the magnitude response of the composIte of the
low-pass filters remains flat within specified tolerance limits of
1 ± ,. Also because of practical considerations a maximum
tolerance must be allowed for the magnitude response of the
low-pass filters in the stopband and this will be denoted as

We can now focus on the design requirements for each stage.
We will permit the most general form for each stage as dis-
cussed in the previous section [see Fig. 3(b)]. This form for
stage i is ifiustrated in Fig. 5(a). L corresponds to the sam-
pling rate increase and M corresponds to the sampling rate de-
crease for stage i. As there is a net sampling rate reduction
this implies,M1 >L1. Then

fri = fr(,—i) (5)

put w(n) by the relation

(1)

I NPUT
SAMPLINGRATE '1

(2)
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Fig. 5. (a) Stage i of a K-stage decimator. (b) Frequency response rep-
resentation of the low-pass filter requirements for stage i.

and from (2) the net decimation ratio D for stage i is given as

The requirements on the low-pass filter for stage I can be de-
termined with the aid of Fig. 5(b). The passband requirement
must be such that it is flat from zero to f in order to avoid
distorting the baseband response. As it is desired that the
overall passband ripple for the composite of K stages be main-
tained within 1 ± it is necessary to require more severe
constraints on the individual filters in the cascade. A con-
venient choice which wifi satisfy this requirement is to specify
the passband ripple constraints for each stage i to be within
1 ± 6,,, where 6,,, = 6/K. In the stopband the ripple con
straint for the composite filter must be 6 and this constraint
must be imposed on each of the individual low-pass filters as
well, in order to suppress the effects of aliasing.3 Finally, to
assure that no high frequency components are aliased into the
baseband at stage i, the stopband cutoff frequency of the low-
pass filter i can be chosen to be fri — f8, At the final stage, K,
it can be seen that this cutoff frequency is then equal to .t as
desired since frK =2f.

Thus far, we have established the basic framework for a
multistage decimator and have specified the requirements
which must be met at each stage. Given that the requirements
fro, 6,,, and 6 are known, the next consideration is that
of optimizing the design for maxitnurn efficiency. The flexible
parameters that we have at our disposal are the decimation
ratios D,, 1 1, 2, , K, as well as K. The function to be
minimized is the overall amount of required computation. A
meaningful measure of this is the total number of multiplies
and adds (MADS) which must be performed per second. If
Rr is denoted as this value and R is the number of MADS/s

3Since the aliasing generally does not add coherently, & instead of
o/K is used in each stage for the stopband specification. The use of
6IK instead of S does not change the results sufficiently from those
given here because of the relative insensitivity of the design formulas to
the deltas.

for stage i, then

K
(7)

1=1

Let N, denote the number of samples in the unit sample re-
sponse of the direct form FIR filter in stage i. Then R, can be
expressed as the product of N titnes the sampling rate of the
filter, Ljfr(jl), divided by the savings factor L,M, discussed in
Section II. Therefore

R NL ifr(i-i)'
L,M,

N1f._1
(8)

The duration of the unit sample response, N,, can, in turn, be
derived from the required filter specifications of the low-pass
filter in stage i.

Design procedures and relations for designing optimal FIR
filters of the above type have been well established. Given the
desired ripple specifications and cutoff frequencies an approxi-

(6) niate relation for the necessary unit sample response duration
Nis given as4 [10], [11]

1 (9)

where

LF width of the transition band normalized to the sampling
frequency

D(61,62)= [5.309X i0 (log10 o)2

+7,ll4X 10-2 (log10 6)
— 0.4761] log10 62 — [2.66 X iO (log10 61)2

+ 0.5941 (!og10 6) + 0.4278] (10)

f(61,62)0.51244 log10 (61/62)+ 11.01217

61 tolerance in the magnitude response in the passband
62 tolerance in the magnitude response in the stopband.

In the particular application that we are considering here most
of the stages wifi have relatively narrow-band filters, especially
in cases where decimation ratios D are greater than 10 or so.
Generally, LiF in (9) will be relatively small and the second
two terms on the right side of (9) will be relatively insignificant
compared to that of the first term. With this in mind we can
argue that a further approximation of (9) to the form

(1)

is justified for our purposes. Also, it greatly simplifies the de-
velopment of the following optimization procedure. Further
justification for this step will be presented later.

From the preceding discussion of the required filter require-

4D(S1, S 2) should not beconfused with the decimation ratios D.
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oi =/K
2 y

Ljfr(i1)
and substituting into (11), we get

N• D00(i/K, ös)1ifr(i_l)' frifsfp

RD() Df-
frifsfp

RT D(o3)
K un

(MADS/S)i=ifnifsfp

DK=KD
{JD
i=i

fJsfP

ments we can now determine the length of the unit sample where
response N for stage i. Letting

S=S(D,zf,K;D1,D2,.
2 K-i

Ki i f2-f\
________ (fn 1=1 (jj D) (i - / j,____________ ji j=i

(18b)
This is the final form that we desire.

We can now minimize RT by selecting the number of decima-

(12) tion stages K and then minimizing RT in terms of the decima-
tion ratios which can be assumed to be continuous variables.

From (2), (6), (8), and (12) the computation rate R, in By comparing values of RT for these various values of K we
MADS/s for stage I can be expressed in the form can then optimize the number of stages. Typically the opti-

mum number of stages will be somewhere between 1 and 4.

(13) For K = 1 there is no flexibility in choosing decimation
ratios (D1 D). For K = 2, RT is a function of one variable,

By applying (7) the total computation for stages 1—K is given as D1. To minimize Rr we can take its derivative with respect to
D1 and set it to zero. This yields a quadratic function in D1.

(14)
It leads to two solutions for D1, only one of which is valid,
and can be given as

and with the aid of(2) and (3) this can be expressed in the form = 2D(1 -
K=2 (19a)Di0 2- f(D+l)

Rr D() K=' fro> and
i=i(jjD\ (f+fp

fJD1)\j=i ') fro f—i / D2 =D/D1 K=2. (19b)opt opt'

(15) For larger values of K the above analytic procedure is not

This is almost in the form that we desire for a formal optimiza- feasible and we must resort to more powerful computer-aided
tion procedure. That is, RT is expressed only in terms of optimization techniques. For our purposes we found that the
known parameters and the variables D1, D2, -. , D over Hooke and Jeeves optimization routine [12], [13] worked

which it is to be minimized. It is important to recognize how- well and did not require the evaluation of derivatives.
ever that only K — 1 of these variables are independent. That In the above procedure for optimizing the multistage decima-

is, we can express DK in terms of the known parameter D and tor several interesting observations can be made. From (18a)

the variables D1 ,D2, ,D1 in the form we can see that RT is a product of three factors, the initial
frequency f,, D,,,/K, ) which is a function of s,,, 6, and

(16) K, and S which is a function of f, D,K, and the decimation
ratios. This factorization makes the problem much simpler to
deal with and to grasp intuitively. For example, we can ob-
serve the effects that and have on RT by examining the

Therefore DK must be eliminated from (15) before attempting behavior ofD,5/K, ). In Table I this function is tabulated
to minimize R. Otherwise the optimization procedure wifi for some typical values of , and S and for K = 1, 2, - -, 6.
fail. From this table we can also observe the effect of K on

At this point it is also convenient for later notational pur-
&). For example, in going from a one-stage design

poses to define a new parameter (K = 1) to a two-stage design (K = 2), D,,(o/K, 6) increases
_____ typically by a factor of approximately 10 percent. This is a

(17) reflection of the increased amount of computation that is

This is simply an alternative to expressing both f and 4. required due to the fact that the passband ripples of the two

has the interpretation that it is a relative measure of the transi- cascaded filters in the two-stage design must be made smaller
tion band between f and 4. For example if Lf is 0.25 then in order to retain a composite ripple of ,. As we will see

the passband, 0 to 4, occupies three-quarters of the new shortly, this variation of D,.(öIK, ) with respect to K is

baseband. relatively insignificant compared to the variation of S with

Upon substitution of(16) and (17) into (l5)we get the final respect to K. In other words we conclude that the choice of

objective function the optimum number of stages is not strongly affected by the
choice of and,but rather, on the choice of LfandD.

RT Do(k, f,., S (MADS/s) (18a) Perhaps the more interesting function in (18a) is S. For a
given number of stages Rr is minimized by minimizing S. To
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a,, a K=l K=2 K—3 K=4 K=5 .K=6

0.100
0.100
0.100
0.100
0.100

0.0100
0.0050
0.0010
0.0005
0.0001

1.25
1.41
1.80
1.95
2.33

1.46
1.63
2.02
2.19
2.58

1.58 1.67
1.75 1.84
2.15 2.25
2.32 2.42
2.72 2.82

1.74
1.91
2.32
2.49
2.90

1.79
1.97
2.38
2.55
2.96

0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050

0.0100
0.0050
0.0010
0.0005
0.0001

1.46
1.63
2.02
2.19
2.58

1.67
1.84
2.25
2.42
2.82

1.79 1.88
1.97 2.06
2.38 2.47
2.55 2.65
2.96 3.06

1.94
2.12
2.54
2.72
3.14

1.99
2.18
2.60
2.78
3.20

0.010
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.010

0.0100
0.0050
0.0010
0.0005
0.0001

1.94
2.12
2.54
2.72
3.14

2.15
2.33
2.76
2.94
3.37

2.27 2.35
2.45 2.54
2.89 2.98
3.07 3.16
3.50 3.60

2.42
2.60
3.04
3.23
3.67

2.47
2.66
3.10
3.29
3.73

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005

0.0100
0.0050
0.0010
0.0005
0.0001

2.15
2.33
2.76
2.94
3.37

2.35
2.54
2.98
3.16
3.60

2.47 2.55
2.66 2.74
3.10 3.19
3.29 3.38
3.73 3.83

2.61
2.81
3.26
3.45
3.90

2.66
2.86
3.31
3.50
3.95

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

0.0100
0.0050
0.0010
0.0005
0.0001

2.61
2.81
3.25
3.45
3.90

2.81
3.01
3.46
3.66
4.12

2.92 3.00
3.12 3.20
3.58 3.67
3.78 3.87
424 4.33

3.07
3.27
3.73
3.93
4.40

3.11
3.31
3.78
3.98
4.45

show this behavior of S we chose six values of if, distributed
from 0.01 to 0.5, and values of D ranging from ito 5000. We
then minimized S for these examples with K 1, 2, 3, and 4
using the Hooke and Jeeves algorithm when necessary. The
resulting optimum values of S are plotted in Fig. 6 and the
optimum decimation ratios which minimize S are plotted in
Fig. 7. Six sets of graphs are given in each figure and they cor-
respond to the six values of Lf. Each graph in Fig. 6 contains
four curves for the appropriate values of K. In Fig. 7 curves
for all values of K and i are given. Also indicated in the plots
of Fig. 6 are the approximate ranges of D over which one, two,
three, or four stages appear to be optimum based on the be-
havior of S. That is, one stage appears to be optimal over
region I, two stages appear to be optimal over region II, etc.
The dotted curves in Fig. 6 will be explained in Section V.

Several important conclusions can be drawn from the curves
of Fig. 6. Generally, the largest gains in efficiency are possible
in going from a one-stage to a two-stage design. This confirms
a conjecture previously made by Shively [9]. Smaller gains
are possible in going from a two-stage to a three-stage design
and it is questionable as to whether any further improvement
is possible with four stages.

Equations (10), (17)—(19), Table I, and Figs. 6 and 7 can be
used as a set of design relations and curves for a wide range of
designs of optimal decimators. To apply them we first cal-
culate RT in (l8a) using (10) or Table Ito determine DJ6,,/K,) and the curves in Fig. 6 to determine the minimumS. The
optimum number of stages can be determined by calculating
R for K = 1, 2, 3, and 4 and choosing the one which cot-

responds to the minimum. When the optimum number of
stages is known, the optimum values for the decimation ratios
for each stage can be determined from the curves in Fig. 7 or
from (19).

Generally, it has been observed that the range over which
the choice of decimation ratios can be varied without ap-
preciably increasing RT is relatively large. This property
further justifies our use of the approximation in (11) and is
very desirable because it allows a great deal of flexibility in the
choice of decimation ratios in an actual design without sacrific-
ing efficiency. In fact it is often desired in practice to choose
nearest integer values for the decimation ratios when possible.
This allows us to take advantage of the symmetry of the im-
pulse response in the implementation of the low-pass filters
and achieve an additional factor of approximately 2 in savings
in the required number of multiplications. This savings can-
not, in general, be realized in stages where noninteger decima-
tion ratios are implemented. Another reason for perhaps de-
viating from an optimal design is when the order N of a filter
in one or more of the stages is excessively large. In this situa-
tion we may want to change the decimation ratios in such a
way that it will relax the filter requirements of these particular
stages at the expense of increasing the filter orders in other
stages. It may also be desirable in such cases to increase the
number of decimation stages in the design in order to reduce
the orders of the filters in all of the stages. Because of these
types of practical tradeoffs, it is suggested that the above de-
sign curves and formulas be applied rather flexibly and used
only as a guide in obtaining a starting point for. an optimal
design. Practical considerations should then be applied to de-
termine the fmal choice of the design.

An Example
To illustrate the above design approach we will choose to

design a decimator with the following specifications.

= 0.05

s=0.005
if=O.l
D = 20

fro = 10kHz.

From Table I we can obtain values for D,,/K, )and from
Fig. 6(c) we can obtain minimized values forS forK 1,2,3,
and 4. These results are compiled in Table II along with com-
puted values of RT using (l8a). From this table we see that
the minimum value for RT occurs when K = 3. By referring
to Fig. 7(c) we can determine the. optimum decimation ratios
for this three-stage design to be

5.9,D2 2.4,D3 1.4.

These values of decimation ratios appear to be somewhat im-
practical to use in a realistic design. A more convenient choice
might be to choose a nearest design which achieves the overall
decimation rate D using integer decimation ratios. One choice
which is close to this optimum design might beD1 = 5,D2 = 2,
D3 = 2. By applying these values into (l8a) and (18b) we can
obtain an estimate of RT 72730 MAD/s. Because we have
integer decimation ratios, we can take advantage of the sym-

TABLE I

TABULATION OF D0,, (..,)
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Fig. 6. Plots of minimized values of S as a function of K, D, and 1f
where f is 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.02, and 001 for plots (a)-(f),
respectively.
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Fig. 7. Plots of optimum decimation ratios as a function of k, D, and
f where f is 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.02 and 0.01 for plots (a)—(f),
respectively.

metry of the impulse responses of the ifiters and require only
half of the number of multiplications, or apprOximately
36 365 multiplications/s.
• An alternative approach might be to consider a two-stage

design aS opposed to a three-stage design. In this case the
optimum decimation ratios from Fig. 7(c) are D1 10.3 and
D2 1.95. Practical values for these ratios would be D1 =10
and D2 2. From (18a) arid (18b) we can determineRT for
this design is to beRT 71 850. Again we can take advantage
of symmetry and implement the design with approximately
35 925 multiplications/s.

Therefore we have two alternatives which appear tO be
promising for the above design, both which require approxi-
mately the same amount of computation. Another considera-
tion in comparing these designs might be the required filter
order fOr each stage. By applying (2) and (17) into (12) an ex-
pression for this filter order can be given as

N. • D(O/K, &5)L1D

1—(2—f/2D)D1
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K
/6,

D00—,

\
s)

S RT

1 1.63 20.0 326000
2 1.84 3.9 71 760
3 1.97 3.3 65 010
4 2.06 3.3 67 980

For the three-stage design these orders can be calculated to be
N1 12.9,N2 7.5, and N3 78.8 and for the two-stage de-
sign they are N1 35 and N2 73.6. The total amount of
coefficient storage for the two designs, using symmetry, is
therefore 5O for the three-stage design and S4 for the two-
stage design. Therefore they are also comparable in this re-
spect for this example.

A final consideration in choosing from the two alternatives
is the number of stages. As both designs are roughly equiva-
lent we would probably be inclined to choose the two-stage
design as it would be somewhat simpler to implement. This
example illustrates a typical method of applying the curves
and relations in this section to the design of an optimal dec-
imator.

IV. OPTIMAL DESIGN OF INTERPOLATORS FOR
SAMPLING RATE INCREASE

interpolation is essentially the inverse or dual of decimation.
That is, we start from a low sampling rate and convert to a
high sampling rate. This duality is obvious conceptually and,
as will be seen shortly, it can also be formulated in more rig-
orous terms. Since we have already shown that the decimation
process can sometimes be implemented more efficiently as a
multistage process, duality then implies that the interpolation
process can also be implemented more efficiently as a multi-
stage process.

With the above concepts in mind the multistage interpola-
tion process can be formulated as shown in Fig. 8. Because
the interpolation and decimation processes are dual, it is con-
venient to choose a notation that emphasizes this duality.
Thus in Fig. 8, the notation used is the reverse of the notation
used for decimation in Fig. 4. The input sampling rate, the
low rate, is designated as frK and the high sampling rate at the
output is designated as fr. The stages and intermediate fre-
quencies are similarly labeled in reverse order. It is also con-
venient to assume that each of the stages of interpolation are
of the general form shown in Fig. 3(b). However, in keeping
with our notation of the dual process we will assign M1 to be
the integer ratio by which the sampling rate is increased and
L1 to be the integer ratio by which the sampling rate is de-
creased in stage i, as shown in Fig. 9. The requirement for the
structure of Fig. 9 to be an interpolator is M > L1. If D de-
notes the net ratio of sampling rate increase for stage 1, then

M•
i=1,2, ,K

x(n) STAGE K

—1 DK
j__________

r(K—j) tr(K- 2) rl 1r0

(a)

LPF-STAGE K
INPUT SAMPLING RATE

I

r_0UTPUT SAMPLING RATE

0 f1 rK r(K-1)

LPF-STAGE K-)

0fpsK

I INPUT
RATE OUTPUT

SAMPLING SAMPLING RATE
frI K—I) r(K2)

(fr(i<—iyfs)

SAMPLING I SAMPLING
OUT PUT

RATE —

RATJ,J
rK r(K—l) — ri ro ro-ï

SPECTRUM OF OUTPUT SIGNAL
2irf

0 f
(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Illustration of a K-stage interpolator and (b) its frequency
response interpretation.

r -
I STAGE1

CREASEINCREASE

I.ri L_____±'___!!) I T(j1)
(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. (a) Stage i of a K-stage interpolator. (b) Frequency response
representation of the low-pass filter requirements for stage i.

Finally the overall net sampling rate increase is given as

K

D=flD1. (23)

The frequency interpretation of this multistage interpo-

(21)
lation process is depicted in Fig. 8(b). The initial spectrum
IX [exp j(2f/fro)1 covers the baseband, 0 to f, where f5 =
frK/2. We again assume for practical considerations that the
useable portion of this baseband extends from 0 to f. The

(22) low-pass filters in the interpolation process eliminate the

TABLE II

0 ff8

PERIODIC COMPONENTS
2lTf

OF X(e)IAFTER
SAMPLING RATE

PF-.STAGE i

(II
INCREASE BY M

I I
I I

I I I
BAND

I I I ____I i I I I I

0 p s rrs ri 2ri rIi-1) Mri

and

fr(j_l)HDjfrj il,2," ,K.
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periodicity of I X [exp j(2iTf/fro)] I over the band f to f,.0 -
and the resulting spectrum after interpolation is shown as
I Y [exp j(2irf/f,.0)] I. Again, for practical considerations, we
specify that this composite magnitude response of the low-pass
filters to have a tolerance hi the passband of from 0 to
and a tolerance in the stopband of 6.

The requirements for an individual filter in stage i can now
be obtained with the aid of Fig. 9(b). Essentially, the filter
must have a passband tolerance of 1 ± (8/K) and a stopband
tolerance of The passband extends from 0 to f. The stop-
band starts at f,. -f'and eliminates all of the unwanted peri-
odic components of I X [exp j(2irf/f,.)] I above this frequency.
For all stages except the first we observe that between the
periodic components of I X [exp j(2irf/f,.0)] I, there exist fre-
quency bands with essentially zero signal level [see Fig. 9(b)].
Strictly speaking, the filter characteristics in these regions need
not be as severe as for the regions where stopband behavior is
required. It is worth noting that this property could be ex-
ploited to obtain a slightly more efficient implementation of
the filter [4] , [14] , [15] . However, fOr convenience, we will
assume that a standard low-pass filter is used in all cases since
the design relations for this class of FIR filters are more read-
ily understood than for the more general case.

The duration N1 of the unit sample response for the low-pass
filter of stage i can now be determined with the aid of (11).
Using the above specifications of the cutoff frequencies, the
term L\F in (11) is given as

i.F frifi f

andN is

N 6s)Mifrj1
Similarly the amount of computation R for stage i in MADS/s
is of the form

R - NiMifri
LM1

Nf,.i

andwith the aid of(21) and (25) this becomes

R D,(5/K, ôs)Djfrj1 fri(fsfp)
By applying (22), R7 can be expressed in thrms of the interpo-
lation ratios D1 and the known design parameters, giving

D,,, (6/K, ) D1f,.0
R11. / If'+f\ .i'

(H D1)
(1 — , P) fl D•

1=1 JrO f=j

Finally, the total amount of computation required for the
overall multistage interpolator is

K

D) (i - () D)

(29)

If we compare (29) and (15) we observe that they are iden-
tical, i.e., the total amount of computation required to inter-
polate from sampling rates frK to fro is the same as that
required to decimate from fr to f,K under the same set of
filter specifications on f, s,,, and. Furthermore, if we op-
timize this interpolator by minimizing RT we obtain the iden-
tical solutions for the interpolation ratios D1 as for the decima-
tion ratios D1 of the optimum decimator. Finally, comparing
the filter requirements for the low-pass filters, it is seen that
these also are identical. In fact there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence or duality between the two designs. This duality
is very significant because it means that all of the curves and
design relations for optimum multistage decimator designs de-
veloped in the previous section can be applied equally well to
the design of optimum multistage interpolators.

In terms of practical implementations, it was shown that in
the case of decimators, it was advantageous to choose integer
decimation ratios and, take advantage of the symmetry condi-
tions of the FIR filters.. For interpolators it is generally not
possible to take advantage of such symmetry as we are already
using the condition that M1 - 1 out of every M, sample points
entering the low-pass filter are zero valued (one exception to

(24) this occurs when M. = 2 and N is odd). Therefore the condi-
tion that the interpolation ratios D1 be integer is not as impor-
tant in terms of overall efficiency for interpolators as it was
for the decimators.

(25)
V. OPTIMAL IMPLEMENTATIONS OF NARROW-BAND
FIR FILTERS BY DECIMATION AND INTERPOLATION

In Sections III and IV we discussed the design of optimal
implementations of decimators and interpolators. In this sec-
tion we apply these concepts to the design of optimal multi-
stage narrow-band filters. It is interesting to note that if a
signal is decimated down to a low sampling rate and then in
terpolated back to the high rate, as shown in Fig. 10, we have,
in effect, low-pass filtered the signal. Obviously the same re-

(26) sult can be obtained directly with a low-pass filter operating at
the high rate, fro. In this section it is shown that the first
method, that of decimation and interpolation, is often a con-
siderably more efficient way of implementing an FIk low-pass

27 filter than the standard direct form implementation at the high
" /

sampling rate. This advantage becomes particularly significant
when the bandwidth of the low-pass filter becomes small rela-
tive to the sampling rate.

It is convenient to first consider the case where the decima-
tor and interpolator in Fig. 10 are one-stage designs. We as-

(28) sume that the desired .specifications on the low-pass filter are
f. f, , and ,, as before. The amount of computation
MADS/s) required for the decimation stage can be obtained
from (15). However, because there are two stages in the over-
all implementation (i.e., one for deôimation and one for in-
terpolation), D00(o/K, ) in (15) must be replaced by

RT D (,s) fro
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[IM )
DEOMATOR NTERPOLATOR

ro Ifro

_____ ___________ By applying this approximation in (34) and rioting that
D =frol2fs, we get

SF D (not using symmetry). (36)

If symmetry is used in the direct form implementation, RDF
can be reduced by a factor of approximately 2 as can RD for
the decimator. However, as mentioned previously, rio savings
in multiplications due to symmetry are generally possible in
the interpolator. Therefore, using symmetry, SF is approx-
imately

SF D (using symmetry). (37)

As D becoines large, or equivalently, the filter bandwidth be-
comes small, this savings becomes large. For example, for a

Fig. 10. Decimator—interpolator implementation of a narrow-band FIR filter with a bandwidth of 0.5 percent of the sampling rate, D
low-pass filter.

is 100, and it can be implemented approximately 33 times
more efficiently than a standard direct form FIR implementa-

D(ö,j/2K, o), i.e., the passband ripples must be reduced by
tion.an additional factor of 1/2 in order to keep the overall ripple

For optimal multistage designs of the decimators and inter-within &. The amount of computation RD for te decima-
polators in Fig. 10 even greater efficiencie are possible. By

tion stage (not using symmetry) is then arguments similar to those above it cari be shown that the

RD D (,s) fr
1 amount of computation (multiplications/s) required for a gen-

(30) eral multistage decimator—interpolator design, using sym-O•
(f +f D metry in the decimation stage, isfro /

Because of duality, this quantity is also the amount of corn- RDI --D (, .0 S (38)
pütation required for the interpolator. Therefore, the total
amount of computation required is 2RD. where S is plotted in the curves of Fig. 6. Similarly, the

The amount of computation (MADS/s) required for a amount ofcomputation (multiplications/s) required for a di-
straightforward direct form FIR filter with the same specifica- rect form FIR filter, using symmetry, is from (33a)
tioris and not using symmetry is

RDF Do(p, ) fros' (39a)
RDF=NfrO (31)

where S' can be expressed with the aid of (17) in the form
where N is the duration of the unit sample response. From

2D(11)N can be approximated as = -. (39b)

(32)N
—

fp)Ifro This relation is plotted as the dotted line in the curves of
Fig. 6. The savings in using a general multistage design are

Then RDF is given as then

RDF D(6, 5 s) fro S' (MADS/s) (33a)
SF =

where RDJ

fro
(33b) 1/2 Dc,,(6, 6) froS'S f-f 3ID(öpI2K,ös)froS

The net savings factor, SF, that can be achieved by using 1 '
the decimator-interpolator implementation instead of the di-

-- —i- (using symmetry). (40)
rect form implementation is then

SF RDF By comparing the plots of S and S' in Fig. 6 an indication of
these savings as a function of D and f can be obtained. For2RD
large values of D and small values of f savings factors in ex-

(fs fp)/fro (34) cess of 500 are possible.=
Do0(/2, ) 2(1 ((f fp)/fro) D) We can further argue that this multistage approach for imple-

menting narrow-band FIR filters, as shown in Fig. 10, is an
From Table I we can recognize that for typical values of

optimal multistage design. That is, in the design of a multi-
and stage low-pass filter it is always most efficient to decimate as

D=(, ö5) far down in sampling rate as possible, i.e., to 2f, and then in-1. (35)
D (6,/2, 6) terpolate back rather than decimating to some intermediate
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sampling rate, low-pass filtering, and interpolating back. This
is because the gain in efficiency monotonically increases as D
increases (see Fig. 6). Therefore it is always preferable to
make D as large as possible and to use optimal designs for the
decimation and interpolation stages. By the same argument, if
we wish to simultaneously low-pass filter a signal and perform
a sampling rate conversion, it is always most efficient to op-
timally decimate to the lowest permissible sampling rate first
and then interpolate to the new output sampling rate.

In a companion paper [61 some additional interesting prop-
erties of these decimator—interpolator filters are discussed.

VI. ADDITIONAL PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF DECIMATION AND

INTERPOLATION STAGES

In Section II we demonstrated that each stage of a decimator
or interpolator can generally be in the form given in Fig. 3(b),
and that for the specific cases of integer decimations and in-
teger interpolations this form reduces to those of Fig. 1(b) and
Fig. 2(b), respectively. In practice the implementation of
these modules can be very complicated [particularly the gen-
eral module in Fig. 3(b)], since it involves signals at several
different sampling rates and also involves keeping track of
when multiplications must be performed. In this section we
present a straightforward method of implementing this general
stage which alleviates many of these problems. For the case of
integer decimations or interpolations the approach simplifies
accordingly.

Assume that the length of the unit sample response of the
low-pass filter in Fig. 3(b) is N. L — 1 out of every L samples
of w(n) are of zero value, and therefore the computation is
proportional to NIL since the unit sample response spans ap-
proximately NIL nonzero samples. Schafer and Rabiner5 [4]
have observed that if N is chosen to be

N=QL

where Q is an integer, then the unit sample response will span
exactly Q nonzero samples of w(n) for each filter cycle. We
assume for convenience that N is chosen such that it satisfies
this condition. It is then possible to express the computation
of an output point y(n) in the form

y(n)- h(kL+(nM))L)x([] _k)

where ( ) L implies the quantity in parentheses modulo L
and [ ] corresponds to the integer part of the number in
brackets. The sequence h(n), n =0, 1, , N - 1 contains the
coefficients of the direct form FIR filter or equivalently the
samples of its unit sample response. Equation (42) was deter-
mined empirically from several examples. It has the general
characteristics of a convolution and when M = L = 1 it be-
comes the convolution equation as expected.

To illustrate the relationship depicted by (42) we will ex-
amine the case where L =2, M = 3, and Q = 4. The first out-

51n [4] the additional constraint that N be an odd integer was jim-
posed; here this constraint need not be applied.

put pointy (0) is computed by noting that

N-i
y(O)=v(O) h(m)w(0-m)

mO

where N = QL. Fig. 11(a) and (b) show h(m) and w(0 - m)
respectively where w (m) is constructed from x (n) by inserting
L — 1 zero-valued samples between the samples of x(n). It is
then easy to see that

y(0) = h(0)x(O) + h(2) x(-1) + h(4) x(-2) + h(6) x(-3).

To compute the pointy (1) we note that

N-i
y(l)=v(3)= h(m)w(3-m).

m=O

The sequence w(3 — m) is illustrated in Fig. 11(c). Comparing
the curves of (a) and (c) we see that y(1) can be computed as

y(l) = h(1) x(1) + h(3) x(0) + h(S) x(—1) + h(7)x(—2).

Similarly, referring to Fig. 11(a) and (d), y(2) can be com-
puted as

N-a
h(m)w(6-m)

m=o

= h(0)x(3) + h(2)x(2) + h(4) x(l)

+ h(6) x(O).

In the computation of each output point y(n), x(n) is se-

quentially addressed for Q of its values. According to (42), it
must then be advanced by [nM/LI for the computation of
the next output point. Also h(n) must be addressed by
(kL + (nM) L). Alternatively, h(n) can be addressed sequen-
tinily if the samples of h (n) are stored in an appropriate
scrambled order. That is, to compute y(O) the sequence of Q

(41) samplesgo(n) h(0),h(L), . . . ,h((Q— 1)L)isrequired. To
compute y(l) the sequence of Q samples g (n) = h (M L),
h(L + M L), . . , h((Q - 1) L + M L) is required. To
compute y(L — 1), the sequence of Q samples gL1 (n)

— 1)M) L), h(L + ((L - 1)M)L)," ,h((Q - 1) L +
((L - 1)M) L) is needed. Finally, to compute y(L) the se-
quence g0(n) is again required and the cycle repeats. There-
fore, if the coefficients of h(n) are arranged in the scrambled
order, as shown in Fig. 12, they can be addressed in a se-
quential manner for the calculation in (42). On each computa-
tion of an output point y(n), one block of Q coefficients is
sequentially addressed. For the computation of the next out-
putpointsy(n+1),",y(n+2),,y(n+L-l),thead-
dress pointer is indexed sequentially until it has cycled through
all L sequences g0(n), g (n),... ,g1(n) at which point the
address pointer is reset and the cycle begins again.

This approach provides an efficient way of handling the data
in a general section. For L = 1 or M = 1 it simplifies accord-
ingly and, if L =M = 1, then it is equivalent to a straightfor-
ward dirçct form convolution. If the assumption on the length
of the impulse response (41) is not made, a similar formulation
results in which the sequences go(n)—g1 (n) are not all of
equal length.

(42)
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Fig. 11. Illustration of (42).
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Fig. 12. Illustration of the scrambled order for storing the coefficients
h (n) so that they can be accessed in a sequential manner.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
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additional properties of the implementation of narrow-band
FIR filters using these techniques are discussed, and illustrated
with several design examples.

8

In this paper we have discussed issues in the design of multi-
stage decimators and interpolators and have presented curves
and relations for optimal implementations. It was shown that
the two processes, decimation and interpolation, are duals and
that the same set of design curves can be applied to both. We
then applied these techniques to the design of narrow-band
FIR filters by a process of decimation and interpolation and
showed that this led to a highly efficient way of implement-
ing such filters, In the last section a practical approach toward
implementing the individual stages of these multistage sam-
pling rate changers was presented. In a companion paper [6]


